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Summary and Key Takeaways
This working paper is a preliminary analysis of the legal rules, norms, and strategies governing artificial
intelligence (AI)-related intellectual property (IP). We analyze the existing AI-related IP practices of select
companies and governments, and provide some tentative predictions for how these strategies and dynamics may
continue to evolve in the future. In summary:
● AI developers use a mix of patents, trade secrets, and open-source licensing agreements to protect their
AI-related IP.
● Many AI companies are pursuing what may seem like a counterintuitive IP strategy: aggressively
patenting AI technologies while sharing them freely. They experience competitive pressure to patent in
order to present the threat of a countersuit if another company sues them for IP infringement.
However, they also experience pressure to open-source their work in order to attract top talent and
entice consumers to use their platforms.
● Governments broadly have two goals related to IP policy for AI that are at times in conflict with the
goals of researchers and/or companies: to ensure that AI-related inventions can be patented, and to
ensure that national-security-relevant AI inventions are restricted for government use and/or kept
secret.
● Significant uncertainty exists regarding how AI patentability, open-sourcing, and infringement
litigation will evolve in the future.
● There is an opportunity for patent pools to be used to facilitate pro-social behavior and ethical norms
among AI developers. Existing patent pools and practices by international standards organisations
represent possible models to replicate.
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1. Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) is increasingly a focal point of competition between leading firms, and between states.
This paper focuses on a key, often under-examined component of the competitive strategies being employed by
both corporate AI developers and national governments: the protection of their intellectual property.
Intellectual property (IP) is a broad and flexible concept, referring to creations of the mind that are eligible for
protection through law.2 Today, companies are using a mix of patents, trade secrets, and open-source licensing
agreements to protect their AI-related IP. Simultaneously, government patent offices, judiciaries, and national
security apparatuses are deciding which aspects of AI should be patentable, and whether certain inventions
should be restricted for military purposes.
The IP policy choices that governments and corporations make can have profound implications for the
development trajectory of a technology. For example, in the 1990s, the biotechnology industry was transformed
after court decisions in the US enabled a broader range of biological compounds and processes to be protected
by patent law. This development spurred additional private investment, but critically also allowed companies to
claim ownership over what previously would have been considered basic academic research. This, in turn,
encouraged higher levels of secrecy to protect valuable intellectual property.3 More recently, one of the most
prominent advances in biotechnology, the CRISPR gene editing mechanism (originally derived from a
naturally occurring process in bacteria), has been subject to a protracted legal battle over overlapping patent
claims in the US.4
Changes in IP law and strategy may have a similarly large impact on the trajectory of AI development. What
these impacts could be, however, have received little study. This paper aims to provide a preliminary analysis of
the goals and strategies of corporations and governments focused on AI development, and what the
implications of these strategies may be. First, we explain how corporate AI developers currently protect their
AI-related intellectual property and why they choose the methods that they utilize. Second, we describe how
governments use intellectual property law to pursue national goals related to AI. Finally, we describe three
plausible scenarios for how IP strategies in AI may evolve.
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2. Understanding Corporate AI Developer IP Strategies
Corporate AI developers face two key decisions around how to protect their AI-related intellectual property:
whether or not to patent AI techniques and systems, and whether to open-source models or keep them private
as trade secrets.
A prevalent strategy among top AI developers today involves accumulating patents while simultaneously
sharing research with the open-source community.5 For example, Microsoft holds the most number of machine
learning patents in the US (see Figure 1),6 but is also an active participant in the open-source community,7
sharing source code for machine learning methods and under certain circumstances providing free licenses for
their patents. Microsoft’s strategy is not an anomaly. Amazon, Google, IBM, Facebook, Baidu, Tencent, and
several other companies are prolific patent holders in AI (see Figures 1 and 2) while also open-sourcing
substantial portions of their systems and sharing their work at academic conferences such as ICML and
NeurIPS.8

There are, however, exceptions. AI developers that specialize in work with national security and more hardware centric
applications rely on trade secrets more and open-source less. Our analysis does not explicitly investigate trade secrets, as this
information is particularly difficult to obtain.
6
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Figure 1: Top Machine Learning Patent Holders, 2000–2015

Figure 2: Top Neural Network Patent Holders, 2000–2015
Notably, and perhaps unintuitively, some of the largest software patent holders in the world (Google, Amazon,
and Facebook) signed an amicus brief9 to the Supreme Court in 2014 advocating that the court invalidate most
kinds of software patents, which includes the majority of AI and ML patents. These observations beg the
question: why do so many of the top AI developers grow AI-related patent portfolios while simultaneously
sharing their research at academic conferences, open-sourcing machine learning models, and advocating for the
legal dissolution of many AI-related software patents?
In this section we argue that these corporate IP strategies help to manage a variety of objectives that companies
wish to pursue. AI developers apply for patents because of competitive pressures to do so. These same
developers also often open-source AI models in order to build their reputation, attract talent, and incentivize
customers to use paid products. AI developers can also use selective open-source licensing agreements as a
hybrid strategy, enabling companies to participate in the open-source community while maintaining the legal
threat of their patents. We discuss these incentives for both patenting and open-sourcing in turn, along with
limitations and drawbacks of each approach.

9
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Pressure to Patent
Patents have several uses beyond simply enabling the patent holder to sue for patent infringement. In the case of
big technology firms, there is a strong incentive to engage in “defensive patenting;” that is, patenting without
the intention to offensively litigate for infringement, but rather to present a credible threat of counter-lawsuit to
another company. Google senior patent counsel Suzanne Michel explained this defensive motivation for
building up a large patent portfolio during a 2013 symposium at American University:
“If everybody else is running after every trivial patent and building a big
portfolio, you have to too. ... It is called mutually assured destruction. That is
the dynamic. … You cannot opt out of the patent system and decide ‘I am an
open-source company and anyone can use my stuff.’ You have to have a massive
portfolio of your own and that is really expensive and it is what it is.”10
As the “mutually assured destruction” analogy makes clear, patent litigation is extremely costly for all involved
due to substantial legal fees and the stigma for investors of working with a company whose products are in legal
purgatory. At the height of smartphone-related litigation in 2011, Apple and Google each spent more money on
patent litigation (primarily in suits and countersuits against one another) than they did on research and
development, a sum in the billions of dollars.11 In that same year, Google spent $12 billion acquiring Motorola,
which market analysts evaluated as being primarily for Motorola's substantial smartphone patent portfolio.12
Perhaps if Google had acquired Motorola’s patents before litigation began with Apple, the threat of a more
substantial retaliation could have prevented the lawsuits.
This defensive rationale is also the stated reason for Google’s new AI patent filings in machine learning and
neural networks. When asked about Google’s new filings, spokespeople for Google and DeepMind stated that
they “hold patents defensively, not with the intent to start fights with others.”13 This dynamic can also help
explain why Google has advocated for narrowing the influence of software patents while simultaneously
growing its own patent portfolio; while Google may prefer a world without expensive software patent litigation,
its defensive patenting strategy is shaped by threats in the existing patent litigation regime.
Beyond defensive patenting, corporate AI developers could also be incentivized to hold patents in order to gain
leverage in other settings. For example, Google’s patent sharing arrangement with the Chinese tech giant
Tencent is paving the way for Google’s entry into the Chinese market.14 Google also allows other companies to
enter into its “Open Patent Pledge” and make use of patents in a pool as long as they commit not to engage in
patent litigation against Google.15
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However, building and maintaining a large patent portfolio has its drawbacks. First, in the US, patent holders
must pay substantial upkeep fees to keep their patents active; up to thousands of dollars a year depending on the
size of the patent holding entity and age of the patent (see Table 1).16 For large companies like Google—which
has more than 50,000 active patents—these costs can be in the tens of millions of dollars.17 Second, for
companies that place a high premium on secrecy, the disclosure requirements and public nature of patent filings
may be onerous. Finally, some in the AI research community are philosophically opposed to the idea of
patenting AI concepts and techniques, particularly broad theoretical methods that are seen as mathematical
truths rather than human inventions.18 Companies that do choose to patent regardless may face pushback from
those opposed, which may have flow-on effects on their ability to, for example, attract and retain research talent.
Patent Fee Schedule
(per patent)19

Large Entity Fee

Small Entity Fee

Micro Entity Fee

Patent Maintenance fee
due 3.5 years after
patent is issued

$1,600

$800

$400

Patent Maintenance fee
due at 7.5 years

$3,600

$1,800

$900

Patent Maintenance fee
due at 11.5 years

$7,400

$3,700

$1,800

Table 1: USPTO patent upkeep costs, per patent

Pressure to Open-Source
Incentives for corporate open-sourcing are also complex, typically extending beyond an altruistic or
philosophical belief in open science. For example, open-sourcing can be used to build a firm’s reputation,
generate goodwill among the research community, and encourage customers to use paid products.
Apple’s recent trend towards open-source and sharing more AI research demonstrates some of these incentives
at work. Apple has a notorious culture of secrecy, with numerous internal mechanisms in place to prevent leaks
and sequester information.20 Apple has benefited from this culture of secrecy in consumer hardware design, a
world where preventing leaks and copycat designs are critically important. However, this culture was also a
barrier for Apple to recruit top ML researchers, who typically strongly value being able to publish and share
their work at conferences. Notably, several of Apple’s rival firms enabled researchers to do so.21 In 2017, Apple
US Patent and Trademark Office
Regalado, 2013
18
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changed its approach, launching a machine learning journal and enabling its researchers to publicly share
findings at top ML conferences, including NeurIPS and ICML.22
Open-sourcing can also be used as a tool to generate more paying customers. For example, companies with
substantial cloud computing businesses often offer free machine learning tools to encourage customers to
design an application using the open-source tool. Then, these customers go on to pay for these
compute-intensive machine learning processes to be implemented on that same firm’s cloud service. In some
cases, this occurs through explicit lock-in. For example, Amazon’s image recognition software “Rekognition” is
only available on Amazon Web Services.23 In other cases, companies aim to retain customers through brand
loyalty; Google hopes that customers will use its ML open-source platform Tensorflow on Google Cloud,
though they could also use it on Amazon Web Services or Microsoft’s Azure. This proves to be a strong
incentive for open-sourcing given that cloud services appear to be incredibly lucrative. In 2018, Amazon,
Microsoft, and Google earned $25 billion, $23 billion, and $4 billion in revenue from their cloud businesses,
respectively.24 IBM’s $34 billion acquisition of open-source cloud computing provider RedHat (which
reportedly was also in acquisition talks with Google, Microsoft, and Amazon before selling to IBM25) and
Microsoft’s $11 billion JEDI cloud computing contract with the Pentagon26 further show how cloud business is
a priority for large AI developers.
The major downside of open-sourcing is the opportunity cost: open-sourcing in its purest form means forgoing
licensing fees from users. It also means sharing what would otherwise be competitive secrets with rival
companies. In the next section we discuss some ways that companies manage to avoid these drawbacks.

A Hybrid Strategy: The Best of Both Worlds?
Despite the apparent conflict between building a large patent portfolio and participating in the open-source
community, selective licensing rights can enable a hybrid strategy where companies participate in the
open-source community while maintaining their patents. Companies can and do create selective licensing terms
for the use of their patents in open-source projects. These agreements can include defining permitted usage in a
way that allows some users to utilise the code while forbidding competitors to include that code in a product.27
AI developers have also used selective open-source licensing agreements to achieve other ends. In 2019,
Microsoft offered open-source Azure cloud users access to a substantial portion of their patents as an incentive
for users to join the platform.28 Facebook attempted to add a licensing stipulation to its popular open-source
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platform React, which would have caused users to retroactively lose their licenses if they ever engaged in patent
litigation against Facebook.29

3. Governments’ Pursuit of AI Innovation and National
Security Through IP Law
Governments around the world are grappling with how to best take advantage of the recent wave of advances in
AI, with several nations releasing national plans on how their country intends to incentivize and capitalize on AI
innovation.30 These plans include ensuring that effective IP law regimes exist for AI and ML. This tends to
break down into two objectives: making AI patentable, and regulating access to national security related IP. (For
additional context on how national patent systems interact at the international level, see Box 1.)

Box 1: The International Patent System and the World Intellectual Property
Organization
Patent systems are primarily domestic in nature rather than international. Each country has its own patent
office and companies interested in seeking a patent for an invention must apply separately in all jurisdictions
in which they wish to be awarded a patent.31 A patent awarded in one country cannot be used to litigate
infringement in another, though that patent does count as a form of “prior art” which can be used to prevent
the award of a patent for that invention in another country. The World Intellectual Property Organization
helps harmonize this process by assisting inventors to file their inventions in several jurisdictions at once.
However, the decision to award a patent will ultimately fall to individual countries.
While patent treaties such as “The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights”
(TRIPS32) have taken steps to harmonize intellectual property law across member nations, differences persist
at every level of the process: what inventions are patentable, the level of scrutiny applied before a patent is
granted, how patents are enforced and reviewed, the length for which patents are valid, and upkeep costs
required to maintain the patent.

Making AI Patentable
A prominent element of several AI national plans is to ensure that AI-related inventions can receive patents in a
timely fashion. The goal of this policy is to encourage research and development (R&D) investment in AI by
rewarding that investment with a potentially lucrative patent. This strategy functions to both encourage
domestic companies to invest in AI-related research, and entice corporations choosing between different IP
systems to set up shop in their country rather than elsewhere.
The plan was abandoned after developer backlash. See Wolff, 2017
Dutton, 2018
31
World International Patent Organization, 2017
32
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, 1995
29
30
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For example, US Patent and Trademark Office Chief Andrei Iancu recently expressed in a Senate hearing that
the US needs to make sure that its IP rules adequately protect and incentivize innovation in AI.33 In China’s
state council plan, which declared the nation’s intention to be the world leader in AI by 2030, one section
advised that policy makers in China must “[s]trengthen the protection of intellectual property in the field of
AI.”34 The European Patent Office also recently released specific guidance on how to successfully patent
inventions in AI and machine learning,35 and Singapore is allowing AI patents to be “fast tracked” for review
through its patent system.36 Proposals for increasing Britain’s competitiveness in AI have also highlighted its
patent system’s challenges in protecting AI-related inventions as a liability.37
In some ways, the question of how to create patent protections for AI is not a new one. AI patents mostly fall
into the existing category of software patents, and countries have struggled for years to find regulatory
structures that incentivize innovation without allowing individual companies to control overly broad, abstract,
or obvious ideas.38 In fact, despite a push to allow more patenting and offer more stringent protections for
inventions, two recent major changes in IP law within the United States—the 2011 America Invents Act39 and
the 2014 Supreme Court decision Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank International40—made it more difficult to claim and
enforce broad software patents. It will be difficult to change patenting rules in AI without also implicating these
existing decisions on software patents.
Furthermore, it is unclear whether expanding the range of patentable AI-relevant inventions would effectively
incentivize innovation. For one, AI and ML commercial activity has experienced massive growth and
international investment even while the patentability of innovations remains uncertain, suggesting that the
ability to patent AI is not necessary for innovation. In addition, more patents increases the likelihood of
litigation, which could act to disincentivize innovation and slow down industry growth. This is particularly a
concern for software patents due to their broad and often abstract nature.41
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Box 2: Challenges Comparing Patent Filings: The US and China
China has outpaced the US in new patent applications related to the machine learning subfield of deep
learning.42 While some observers have interpreted this information as evidence of China’s fast approaching
superiority over the US in new AI innovation, three key pieces of information about China and the US’s
patent systems should make us view these statistics in a different light.
First, patents in the US and China have very different standards, requirements and protections. The majority
of technology patents in China are filed as “utility patents,” a category of patent in China not extant in the
US.43 Utility patents require a smaller inventive step, are subject to less rigorous examination upon filing, and
last only 10 years (in comparison to 21 years for American patents). Consequently, this has led to filers taking
advantage of lax inspections and review. In a 2018 report, the Chinese state-owned Xinhua News Agency
accused China’s IP system of being characterized by “weak IP, fake demands and some companies fervent on
phony innovation,” according to a translation by Bloomberg News.44 Chinese “invention patents” have
requirements more similar to those in the US and last for 20 years rather than 10. However, they only
comprise 23% of patent holdings in China.
Second, in China, there are strong government financial incentives for researchers to file patents, regardless of
the underlying patents’ merit.45 This is particularly true in AI, where the Chinese central government has
committed substantial public funds to encourage inventions.
Finally, it is important to look at the “discard rate” for Chinese patents—i.e. how quickly a patent is discarded
by its holder—and how they compare to patents in the United States. A substantial percentage of Chinese
patent holders allow their patents to expire before the patent’s lifespan is complete—61% for utility patents
and 37% for invention patents—in comparison to a discard rate of 15% in the US.46 When viewed in context
with the previous points, it becomes clear that there are many Chinese researchers who file for AI patents in
order to claim government incentives without genuinely believing their invention is notable.47

Regulating National-Security-Related IP Access
Countries’ patent regimes for AI are not only shaped by economic motivations, but also by national security
interests. National governments typically pursue two primary interests on this front: to ensure that their own
national security apparatuses have access to state-of-the-art technology, and to withhold that access from
perceived rivals.
On the goal of ensuring access, a US court decision in 2015 held that the federal government can use patented
inventions without the permission of the patent holder and cannot be forced to cease usage of a patented
Huang, 2018
Chen, 2018
44
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invention; the only remedy is for the patent holder to request damages assessed at market rate (which amounts
to compulsory licensing).48 This means if a patent holder does not wish for their patent to be used by the
government (e.g. a patent that has potential surveillance applications) their only recourse after suing for
infringement is to force the government to pay for a reasonably costed license. This process is quite distinct
from what happens when a private entity infringes on a patent, where the private entity can be enjoined to cease
usage of the patent or be assigned additional damages.
Additionally, over the last few years the Chinese government has passed broad laws on national security and
cybersecurity with implications for access to intellectual property.49 One of these laws mandates that network
operators (broadly defined) provide “technical support and assistance” to national security relevant government
offices.50 The exact legal authority of the Chinese government to force cooperation with Chinese companies is
difficult to know. The Center for a New American Security’s Ashley Feng reports that “U.S. government
officials, including at the FBI, interpreted this vague language to mean that all Chinese companies, including
Huawei, are subject to the direct orders of the Chinese government.”51 However, The Diplomat’s Jack Wagner
reports that the main purpose of the law is to mandate additional data localization and storage on Chinese
mainland servers and to set standards around cybersecurity.52 Additional concerns around Chinese corporations
acting as extensions of the state are conceivable, but more speculative in nature.
On the goal of withholding access from perceived rivals, the US and the UK have long had government statutes
that empower their patent offices to prevent public disclosure and bar the award of patents that have national
security implications, regardless of their other merits.53 In the US in 2018, 5,792 patent applications were
covered within these so-called “secrecy orders,” higher than at any point since the Cold War.54
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4. Three Scenarios for the Future of AI Intellectual Property
Strategies
Given the observed corporate AI developer IP strategies and growing government interest in IP law as a lever for
influencing AI development, how could the dynamics of AI intellectual property protection evolve? What
would these dynamics then mean for the future of the AI industry, and in particular, on the competitive
strategies employed by firms and states?
Here we present three plausible scenarios which focus on how the IP strategies of corporate AI developers could
evolve in the near future:
(1) Open Research Continues: The status quo persists: open research alongside defensive patents remains
the norm within the ML industry.
(2) Patent Lawsuits and Secrecy: Offensive patent litigation breaks out within the ML community and
prompts additional secrecy among developers.
(3) Expansion of Patent Pools: In response to the threat of litigation, AI developers enter into additional
patent sharing agreements.
In the following section, we describe each scenario and present evidence to support its plausibleness. These
scenarios are intended to be illustrative rather than predictive; indeed, there are several alternative and hybrid
scenarios that could warrant further investigation as well.

Path #1: Open Research Continues
Scenario:
Each of the major AI developers weighs the costs of engaging in patent litigation against their competitors, and
decides that the threat of a countersuit and the symmetrical legal costs make litigation a poor choice. Each
developer continues to file for patents in order to maintain a credible response, but analogous to a nuclear
standoff, this “mutually assured destruction” framework holds.
This equilibrium is bolstered by competition for researchers who want to work at companies that prioritize
openness and cooperation with their peers. Some patent trolls—firms that profit from licensing and litigating
on patents without producing any products of their own—may gain control of patents and engage in litigation
without fear of reprisal, but these lawsuits remain relatively insignificant.
Evidence in Favor:
● Despite the recent flurry of activity on the subject, the machine learning community currently shows
little sign of changing its open and non-litigious culture. Academics and individuals around the world
can use cutting edge machine learning techniques from open-source platforms free of charge. There has
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●

●

been some litigation over trade secret theft in autonomous vehicles (Waymo vs. Uber,55 Baidu vs.
JingChi56), but no large-scale patent litigation over broad concepts in machine learning.
Current patent rules in the US make AI-related software patents less threatening for the purposes of
litigation than they were before the Supreme Court’s 2014 decision in Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank
International, which made software patents more likely to be classified as “abstract ideas” and thus
unpatentable. Given this decision, it is likely that many existing AI patents, particularly those covering
broad mathematical concepts, will be rejected during litigation or at the Patent Trial and Appeal Board.
While some AI-related patents in the US are being granted, the majority are not. Data from patent
filings shows that in recent years, over 90% of AI-related patent applications in the US were initially
rejected, many for being merely “abstract ideas” that are not eligible for patentability.57 By comparison,
the overall rejection rate for patents in the US is 48%.58 Fewer AI-related patents mean fewer
opportunities for companies to litigate over infringement, thus bolstering the incentives for open
research.
If large tech companies choose to litigate with one another over AI-related IP, they do not just have to
contend with a defendant's AI-related patents, but also with all of the other patents that would likely be
used in a countersuit.59 Google, Microsoft, Amazon, and IBM have expansive business operations
across several verticals; this makes patent aggression with other large companies less attractive.

Path #2: Patent Lawsuits and Secrecy
Scenario:
Major patent litigations break out between AI developers. While the previous open equilibrium may be
preferable for the collective interest of major private AI developers, it may only take one large company deciding
it is in its interest to pursue active litigation for this state of affairs to deteriorate. For instance, if IBM, with its
trove of AI-related patents and its struggling core enterprise business,60 chose to litigate against its rivals, it could
provoke additional litigation. So-called “patent trolls” (entities that accumulate patents while not producing
products of their own) could also threaten to disrupt the mutually assured destruction equilibrium and engage
in lawsuits without fear of reprisal. This litigation could bleed over and affect academic research. While the EU
has a research exemption that protects academic use from being deemed infringement, the US has no such
exemption, and university researchers could thus potentially find themselves on the wrong end of litigation.61
As litigation escalates, there is a substantial incentive for companies to ensure that potentially patentable
inventions are kept secret from rivals. In a 2017 paper, Nick Bostrom discusses how the pursuit of patents in AI
Korosec, 2018
Borak, 2017
57
Decker, 2019
58
Carley et al. 2015
59
For example, if Google were to engage in litigation against another company over machine learning patents, they would
have to contend with its opposition’s patents in E-commerce, search, drones, self-driving cars, smartphone hardware and
software and telecommunications, because each of these are areas in which Google operates in and is thus capable of
infringement.
60
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could cause companies to share research less often in order to prevent other entities from using intermediary
research to obtain a patent first.62 Public research could also be used as evidence in litigation to prove
infringement (e.g. releasing a model using a patented method), further dissuading companies in a litigious
environment from engaging in open-source communities.
Evidence in Favor:
● As discussed previously, governments in the US, China, EU, and elsewhere are pushing to broaden the
scope of patentable material in AI and encourage filings. If these efforts translate into more ostensibly
defensible AI patents being filed successfully, this could increase incentives for litigation between
patent-holders.
● While Google reported that it is holding new AI patents on a defensive basis, other developers have
been non-committal about their future intention to litigate with their patents.63 When asked about the
issue, a Facebook spokesperson said that “its filings shouldn’t be read to indicate current or future
plans.’64 IBM’s patent counsel released a statement that said its large AI patent portfolio “reflects its
commitment to fundamental research.”65

Path #3: Expansion of Patent Pools
Scenario:
AI developers agree to cross-license their patents to one another in a “pool” to reduce the risk of litigation. We
previously discussed patent sharing agreements in the context of companies like Google and Tencent using these
deals to gain market entry into new countries. However, patent sharing agreements need not only be between
two actors. There are several historical examples of large technology companies pooling their patents to protect
against litigation and create advantageous licensing dynamics. The DVD6C Licensing Group was comprised of
eight of the most high profile patent holders in DVD technology (including Samsung and Toshiba, among
others).66 Third-party manufacturers interested in using their technology could approach the group as a
one-stop clearinghouse in order to obtain licenses instead of approaching each member individually. Similar
arrangements would enable companies within the pool to share trade secrets and research and development,
though too much coordination would come under the ire of antitrust enforcement.
In this scenario, patent pools could be used not only to curtail litigation risks, but also to limit or promote
certain applications of AI. As previously mentioned, companies are currently able to individually place
stipulations on patent licensing. If a company decided that it wanted to refuse to license its patents to
manufacturers of, for example, autonomous weapons, on moral grounds, it could certainly do so.
Extending this to a patent pool, corporate AI developers could group together to share intellectual property and
establish shared standards for how they wish to have their intellectual property used, perhaps based on certain
Bostrom, 2017
Simonite, 2018
64
Ibid.
65
Ibid.
66
DVS6C Licensing Group
62
63
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ethical principles. These standards could then be implemented via, for example, selective licensing agreements
which restrict use of the pool’s IP to actors who commit to abiding by those standards. Membership of the
patent pool could also be made conditional on abiding by the pool’s standards. Indeed, patent pools used for
licensing agreements by standard setting bodies such as the International Standards Organization are precedent
for similar structures’ success. It is worth noting, however, that such multilateral “refusals to deal” would need
to be implemented with caution and appropriate due diligence in order to avoid potential infringements of
antitrust law.67
Evidence in Favor:
● Existing software patent pools show the demand for and utility of this type of coordination. Google
and several other tech companies participate in the Open Invention Network and Android Networked
Cross-License Agreement in order to protect Linux and Android developers from infringement
litigation.68 As an alternative, the MPEG LA group is an example of a software patent pool that
operates as a profitable licensing association for its members.69 Facebook and Google’s aforementioned
existing patent non-aggression agreements could also be a path towards greater cooperation.
● Increasing returns to scale in AI (meaning that more data improves AI systems and platforms, which
attracts more users, which in turn generates more data) could increase the odds of industry
centralization. A smaller number of relevant actors improves the feasibility of this kind of coordination.

Department of Justice
Open Invention Network, 2017
69
MPEG LA
67
68
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5. Conclusion
AI is poised to be a critically impactful technology, and its development will be deeply affected by existing social
and legal institutions. This paper has preliminarily explored an under-examined aspect of this infrastructure: the
legal rules, norms, and strategies governing AI-related intellectual property.
Leading corporate AI developers today have employed a dynamic and at times unintuitive IP strategy that
allows them to respond to the shifting competitive landscape surrounding them. Governments are also seeking
to shape IP systems that incentivize innovation around AI while also protecting their national security interests.
How each actor balances its varying objectives in relation to AI and how they choose to wield IP strategies to
achieve these objectives remains to be seen.
This preliminary analysis scratches the surface of what may be an important element of the strategic landscape
shaping competition and cooperation among AI firms and prominent national governments. Further
investigation in this direction could be fruitful for better understanding the goals and strategies of actors seeking
to protect AI-related intellectual property, and how these strategies have flow-on implications on the
competitive dynamics that arise between AI developers. This, in turn, could shed light on questions related to
the prospects for cooperation between these actors to achieve prosocial outcomes with respect to AI ethics and
safety, and more broadly, the appropriate governance of AI going forward.
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